Letter to Governors on Recent or Impending Expiration of Licensure Flexibilities for Care Across State Lines

Expanded access to telehealth during the COVID-19 pandemic has shone a light on its ability to fill gaps in patient access to care. During the public health emergency, governors across the country used emergency authority to waive some aspect(s) of state licensure requirements to facilitate greater patient access to care. Doing so allowed licensed medical professionals more flexibility to treat patients in other states when there were pressing needs or specialized expertise not available where they lived. Our experience during the pandemic has provided an unprecedented opportunity for patients, providers, and policymakers to explore the impact of cross-state care – and we have seen it benefit the delivery of health care in many ways, but most notably through new avenues for patient access to care.

Over the last few months, many states have allowed COVID-19 emergency declarations to expire and the licensure flexibilities to expire with it, despite the ongoing pandemic and surge in cases due to the Delta variant. This has been extremely detrimental and disruptive to necessary and ongoing patient care. Health care providers have had to scramble to notify thousands of out-of-state patients that their telehealth appointments were no longer possible, and that they would have to drive across state borders to keep their appointments.

While challenging for all patients, this reduction in access is particularly troublesome for immunocompromised patients still at high risk for COVID-19. It can also be critically important for individuals who require specialized care, have mobility challenges, or have significant provider shortages and/or geographic distances from the care they need. Many of these patients relied on telehealth throughout the pandemic to see their specialists who reside in another state, made possible by licensure flexibilities enacted at the start of the pandemic, so as not to risk exposure to the virus and to maintain continuity of care through virtual options. In light of these recent changes, it is not uncommon for patients to drive just over the state border to take a telehealth appointment from their car in a parking lot.

Given the urgency of the times as more states consider rolling back flexibilities enacted at the start of the pandemic, states must act now to ensure patients can access the care they need where they reside and when they need it, without having to choose between cancelling an appointment or traveling long distances and risking potential exposure to the COVID-19 virus for an in-person visit.

The undersigned organizations strongly urge all state governors to maintain and expand licensure flexibilities for the duration of the federal public health emergency, reinstating licensure flexibilities if they have expired or implementing new flexibilities to better address patient needs during the ongoing pandemic. This is critical to ensure patient access to necessary health care services and providers. We propose the following principles to consider for policies that should be in place right now to ensure patient access to care:

1. We urge governors and state legislatures to keep licensure and telehealth flexibilities in place throughout the duration of the federal public health emergency to ensure patients can access care regardless of their location, without the burden of traveling far distances to receive care or risking exposure to the virus from in-person care.
2. We call on governors and state legislatures to work with health experts to implement solutions to immediately address the ongoing impact of the pandemic on patient care that allows their citizens with more access to and choice of care – including care provided from health care professionals in other states.

3. Moving forward, we call on governors and state legislatures to expand their participation in health professional compacts that allow for the safe and accountable mutual recognition of health professional licensure among states.

Thank you for your consideration of this important request.

Sincerely,
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